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ABSTRACT
Whereas creativity tasks have traditionally been supported by conventional media and tools (such as
paper, pens, scissors and glue); mobile phones, tablets and other devices based on interactive surfaces are
increasingly been used as additional support. Large-sized multi-touch interactive surfaces appear as an
interesting alternative for supporting creativity processes and for supporting synchronous collocated
collaboration. However, they have mostly been used for visualization and navigation purposes. Their use
as authoring means, which would be essential in creativity tasks, has only begun to be explored.
Applications and platforms that have been developed in this area rely on low-level primitives for
implementing representation of ideas and discussions. We have identified a significant gap between the
level of development tools and the abstractions required by end-user applications that aim to support
creativity processes using interactive surfaces. This gap makes it difficult for developers to build
applications that provide richer, more flexible support for innovators working collaboratively around
interactive surfaces. Based upon a thorough analysis of existing applications and user practices in the field,
we have identified the key actions and interaction patterns that take place during collaborative creativity
sessions. Thus, we propose ISCALI (Innovation Solutions Centered on Activities for Large-sized
Interfaces), a model that can be used both for describing and for prescribing the role of multi-touch
surfaces in collaborative creativity tasks. In accordance to Activity Centered Design, ISCALI comprises
three major components: activities, actions and operations. The central activities within the processes of
creativity comprise generation, organization and evaluation of ideas. Each of these activities encompasses
sets of actions. Finally, several operation sets achieve the goal of each of the actions. Based upon our
model, we designed a general architecture for collaborative creativity applications. This architecture
addresses the development gap through a proposed set of building blocks. These building blocks
implement the main interaction patterns needed for stimulating creativity tasks that rely on interactive
surfaces. We have implemented prototypical versions of these building blocks, referred to as TOKAs
(Touch Operations for Creative Activities), and have made them available to developers. Independent
developers have implemented applications that facilitate the use of various methodologies that foster
creativity and synchronous collocated collaboration. These developers have taken advantage of the
availability of TOKAs. The implementation and use of TOKAs demonstrate ISCALI’s expressivity for
describing and guiding the development of applications that support collaborative creativity on top of
interactive surfaces.

Keywords: creativity pattern, multi-touch surface, Activity Centered Design, application
development model, synchronous collocated collaboration.

1 Introduction
The work of creativity has to do with the generation of new ideas or new
associations between ideas. Many techniques have been devised to facilitate the
participation of individuals and groups in the work of creativity (de Bono, 1999;
Osborn, 1957; Rohrbach, 1969; Whiting, 1958). We focus on the group dynamics that
occur when participants share their ideas and select the one that is most appropriate to
solve a problem, as in the case of the brainstorming method. Most of these techniques
are carried out with the support of different tools and artifacts (such as pens, markers,
paper, dice, or timers). More recently, some creativity techniques for idea generation
have been supported by multi-touch surfaces (MTS).
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MTS are interfaces between humans and computers that provide many
technological advantages. They are capable of identifying two or more points of
contact between the user and the screen in different positions, offer direct-touch input
and bimanual interaction in a natural way, enable simultaneous interaction between
multiple users and have a higher level of input flexibility than a mouse. Thus, given
their characteristics, MTS show great potential to support the work of creativity
(Ardito et al., 2015).
Generally speaking, applications that are based on MTS are appealing for a wide
range of users, mainly because of the ease and intuitiveness of the interaction style they
promote. Users have found it natural to select or move objects, or to zoom in or out in
order to obtain more detail or a better perspective, by just tapping, pressing or sliding
their fingers on the display. But so far, MTS have been used mostly for navigation and
visualization purposes. Authoring on MTS still is generally limited to entering text
using virtual keyboards, or sketching through relatively simple palettes.
The success of software applications for MTS depends on how well they support
human activities. Collaborative work of creativity involves generating a large number
of idea representations in the form of verbal utterances, handwritten text, sketches, idea
associations, diagrams and more elaborated narratives. If MTS are intended to
effectively support groups involved in the work of creativity, they must enable the
diverse set of interactions and behaviors that take place in collaborative settings.
Platforms for supporting a wide range of methodologies for fostering creativity are
needed. Unfortunately, developing new MTS-based applications still requires
significant effort in using low-level primitives that facilitate interaction with tactile
surfaces and building complex components on top of them in order to implement
natural user interfaces needed by creative workers.
The aim of this paper is not only to motivate the use of MTS, but also to offer a
new model for supporting the development of MTS-based creativity applications. To
this end, it is necessary to thoroughly analyze and understand how mechanisms that
foster creativity are performed. Among the existing approaches for supporting work
analysis and design, we can mention Requirements Engineering (RE) (Nuseibeh and
Easterbrook, 2000) in software engineering, as well as User-Centered Design (UCD)
and Activity-Centered Design (ACD) (Williams, 2009) in human-computer interaction.
While RE and UCD focus on the user (the process of designing the system that
users want and considering goals and tasks in so doing), ACD focuses on the activity
(activities, actions and operations performed by users to achieve a specific goal). RE
asks for the purpose, by identifying stakeholders and their needs (Nuseibeh and
Easterbrook, 2000). UCD considers who the users are and their level of knowledge,
their context of use, their reasons for use, their performance patterns and their
preferences. ACD “emphasizes the design of computer-mediated environments to
support and structure the interactions and interdependencies of an activity system”
(Gifford and Enyedy, 1999).
Since our goal is to support the activities that promote creativity, with special
emphasis on the process of idea generation, we decided to rely on ACD. We used ACD
to find patterns in interactions between people who generate new ideas with MTS. We
perform direct observation and video analysis of creative sessions using MTS
applications. We paid special attention to the main activities and sub activities carried
out during these creative sessions. Then we focused on specific interactions of
participants with the applications. In this way we obtained the main activities, actions
and operations of users during creativity sessions using these interfaces.
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The basic reason for focusing on activities is to determine which tasks or activities
must be enabled by a multi-touch application built for creativity and to determine how
a multi-touch device would be operated. We need to help application developers in
their goal to develop software applications designed for creativity using multi-touch
interfaces. To achieve this goal, we need to learn about the activities, actions and
operations that end users perform in the processes involved in creativity.
Activity-Centered Design is an approach that divides activities into various levels
of sub-activities. The objective of ACD is to understand users as participants in
activities. ACD is a human-centered approach for large and heterogeneous populations
(Norman, 2013). ACD has its theoretical basis in Activity Theory (AT), which defines
activities and actions taken by users to achieve a specific goal. AT is a broad
framework that provides a cultural, social, developmental, and tool-centric perspective
on people engaged in activities (Leontiev, 1978).
We posit that if ACD is applied properly in surface computing, through an analysis
of the structure of activities and requirements, a helpful classification of user
interactions can be obtained for the support of the development of interfaces for
innovation and synchronous collocated collaboration. Such interactions should exhibit
patterns, which in our context refer to actions or operations that are performed in a
regular and repeated way when interacting with MTS to achieve the specific goal of a
given task. Patterns can thus be regarded as components of a model that describes
interactions in detail – close to reality – including the essential elements of the process
of creativity that are the basis for the optimization of the mechanism that support
creativity at its most elementary level – where creativity is carried out – at the user
level.
This paper presents an analysis (based on ACD) of how software developers apply
various techniques to create applications for creativity. This paper also presents a
model for the process of creativity that relies on MTS, derived from this analysis. The
paper is structured as follows: Section 2 offers a brief overview of models that support
the process of creativity, followed by a more detailed review of works related to the
support of creativity by MTS. We analyze salient activity models and widget toolkits
for developing applications that support creativity using MTS in Section 3. Then,
Section 4 presents the ISCALI model. Section 5 presents the architecture that we are
proposing for applications that use MTS. Section 6 shows our toolkit for applications
development. The paper closes by presenting conclusions and future work.

2 Related work
The work of creativity is the manifestation of creative effort as in the formation of
concepts, artwork, literature, music, painting and design (Osborn, 1957, Sawyer,
2006). One of the basic strategies used by the mind to solve problems is the formation
of concepts. The work of creativity can be supported by multiple methods, ranging
from highly structured methods such as TRIZ (Altshuller, 1999) to less structured
methods such as “analysis”, “association”, “synthesis”, “lateral thinking”, and
“brainwriting”, among others (de Bono, 1977) that focus solely on idea generation.
This work focuses on methodologies to support creativity that fall within the category
of less structured methods. Thus, the next sub-section shows an overview of the
processes that are performed in some exemplary techniques that foster creativity.
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2.1 Methodologies to support creativity
Many techniques, methods and tools have been proposed to promote creativity. In
this section we present an overview of basic methods that support creativity. Further
on, we classify these methods based on similar characteristics.
“SCAMPER” is a general-purpose checklist with idea-spurring questions. It was
proposed in (Osborn, 1957). SCAMPER is an acronym that stands for: Substitute,
Combine, Adapt, Modify, Put to another use, Eliminate and Reverse. To use this tool,
it is necessary to ask questions about existing products or topics related to problem
solving, using each of the seven prompts above as a guiding checklist.
“Six Thinking Hats” (de Bono, 1999) is a creative method for group discussion
and individual thinking, which involves six colored hats. Each hat represents a
different way of thinking. The white hat stands for available facts and information. The
red hat represents emotional reactions. The black hat is used for discernment to
identify reasons for being cautious and conservative. The yellow hat is used for an
optimistic response and to identify benefits. The green hat covers creativity, statements
of provocation and investigation. Finally, the blue hat is appropriate for discussing how
the meeting will be conducted and to develop the goals and objectives. The main idea
behind this technique is parallel thinking, which ensures that all people in a meeting
are focused on and thinking about the same subject at the same time from a variety of
angles.
“Lotus Blossom” (Michalko, 2010) is a creative-thinking technique developed by
Yasuo Matsumura, president of Clover Management, a Japanese company. In this
technique, participants start with a problem or idea and expand it into themes until they
have created several different entry points. In the Lotus Blossom, the petals, or themes,
around the core of the blossom are figuratively peeled back one at a time, revealing a
sub-theme. This approach is pursued in ever-widening circles until the theme is
comprehensively explored. The cluster of themes and sub-themes provide several
different possibilities. This technique helps participants to organize their thinking
around significant themes. The steps of Lotus Blossom are as follows: firstly, the
participants have to write the central problem in the center of the diagram. Secondly,
they write the significant themes, components or dimensions of their subject in the
surrounding circles, labeled “A” to “H”. Next, the ideas written in the circles become
the central themes for the surrounding lotus blossom petals or boxes so as to generate
eight new ideas or applications. The process continues until the lotus blossom diagram
is completed.
“Circle of opportunity” (Michalko, 2010) is a process that involves randomly
selected problem attributes and combines them into a topic for a brainstorming session.
Participants have to define a challenge, then draw a circle and number it as one would
a clock (with numbers 1 to 12). Afterwards, they take 12 attributes of the problem and
list them in the positions 1 to 12 on the “clock face”. Next, it is necessary to throw dice
to determine the sequence of the first attributes to work on, and then throw dice again
to select the second set of attributes. Participants must consider the attributes both
separately and in relation to each other to find an association between the two sets.
Finally, they search for a link between their associations and their challenge.
Other techniques using similar methodological approaches include the traditional
brainstorming (Osborn, 1957) and the “6-3-5 Brainwriting” (Rohrbach, 1969), which
are processes for suggesting creative ideas and solutions through intensive group
discussions. Other techniques are “Forced relationship” (Whiting, 1958) and “Circle of
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opportunity” (Michalko, 2010), which are mechanisms for joining two different
concepts and to forcefully form new situations into being. Yet another technique is the
“Ideatoons” (Alexander et al., 1977) method, which utilizes the power of patterns,
shapes and pictures for fomenting creativity.
Oftentimes, groups engaged in creative work require different creativity tools.
Their creativity techniques continuously change, driven by the evolvement of their
requirements and newly available technologies. Thus, designing interactive systems to
support collaborative innovation is not trivial.
A summary table with a comparison of these methodologies to support creativity
discussed above is presented in Table I. During the analysis of methodologies to
support creativity, we focused on activities and materials used. The main activities
found in most of the methods were the generation of ideas through drawing or writing,
as well as organization and evaluation of ideas. In those works, ideas were represented
through interfaces with matrices, enclosing ideas into circles and using virtual cards.
Ideas were organized through clusters, colors, questions and main topics. And ideas
were evaluated mainly through group discussions. Various actions (or sub-activities)
and tools for each activity were also found, as well as specific material in each
methodology, such as colored cards, clocks and dice. It should be noted that not all
methods describe specific ways to perform some actions, which we refer to as it not
available (NA) in the table. In the next section we explore creativity tools developed
specifically for MTS, which is our target technology.
Table I Characteristics of methodologies to support creativity.

Patterns
Method

Representing
ideas

Brainstorming

Cards

Action verbs

Cards

Six Thinking Hats

Cards

Method 635

Cards

Lotus Blossom
Circle of opportunity

Activities
Organizing
ideas

Evaluating ideas

Specific
material

NA

NA

NA

NA

Group discussion

Colored
cards

NA

Clock

Matrix

Clusters
SCAMPER
questions
Colors / Way of
thinking
Complementing
ideas
Main topics

NA

9x9 matrix

Circle

Main topics

Group discussion

Dice

Attributes

Group discussion

NA

Ideatoons
Cards
NA: Not Available.

2.2 Creativity sessions: ethnographic and case studies
Below are some case studies of direct observation of creativity sessions that we
carried out during this research project. Each session was conducted differently. These
case studies were performed in order to obtain interaction sequences from various
participants during creativity sessions.
2.2.1

Creativity session 1: Increasing student engagement in classroom

A process of creativity using Design Thinking methodology was observed. This
process involved students and teachers from different areas of a university, such as
engineering, arts, education, psychology and business. These creativity sessions were
motivated by the need of increasing student engagement in the classroom.
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Eight random groups were formed with five participants in each group. Each group
was made up of teachers and students from different areas of the university. The
members of the group were located around eight work tables, on top of which they had
materials to support idea representation, such as paper sheets of diverse sizes, markers
of different colors, pens and post-it notes. The work session was divided into three
main sections: reflection, creativity and discussion. During the reflection section
several activities were carried out in order to put the participants in the context of the
problem to be solved. During the creativity section participants were asked to use the
support materials and represent their ideas as a group. During the discussion section
participants were asked to present their ideas to the other groups.
During a creativity session we detected diverse sequences of interactions among
participants. At the beginning ot the creativity process, participants reach consensus
and generally visualize the way in which ideas may be represented. Then, participants
take some notes using small sheets and post-it notes. After that, participants select the
person who will represent the produced ideas. In order to select that person, they find
among themselves who has better calligraphy or who draws better. Next, they use the
larger paper sheets to shape their group ideas. Participants represent ideas through
diagrams, freehand drawings or text, depending on the initial agreement to represent
ideas. Regularly only one participant represents the group ideas and others observe and
provide support to keep what is necessary at hand. So now we have two types of
participants, observers and those who represent ideas (sketcher). Observers regularly
are located next to the participant assigned to represent the ideas, so they are
responsible for providing the necessary materials and can advise on how to represent
ideas.
2.2.2

Creativity session 2: Health project

A creativity session was observed in which a group of usability experts were invited
to design the user experience for a health-related project. Participants used various
materials to represent their ideas, such as post-it notes, paper sheets of various sizes,
whiteboards, pens and markers of different colors. Prior to a brainstorming session,
several sessions were held to inform participants about the overall project and put them
in context of the problems to be solved.
During the creativity session, a number of interaction sequences among participants
were detected. Initially, participants reach consensus to determine how to represent
ideas. Participants choose to represent ideas using text and post-it notes. They also
partition whiteboards by drawing quadrants which are used to organize their ideas.
Then participants write new ideas in post it notes based upon the ideas already posted
and organize them into the available quadrants. Finally, participants reach a new
consensus in order to make decisions regarding the final ideas.
2.2.3

Creativity session 3: Best agers

A creativity session was observed in which the behavior of older adults towards
technology was studied. The objective of the creativity session was to propose a new
technological device to simplify access to primary services and social networks for the
elderly. Two groups participated in this session: the first comprised members of a
university, whereas the second consisted of members of a company dedicated to the
development of technological devices for mobility. Both group participated in two
distinct geographical locations. Therefore, communication took place through a
videoconference facility.
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A moderator coordinated the creativity session. The moderator explained the
problem to both groups and explained how they would work during the creativity
session. Participant teams used flipcharts and markers to capture their ideas.
During the creative session several sequences of actions and interaction patterns
among participants were detected. As in the previously presented session of creativity,
in this session the participants also assigned a person to put the ideas on the flipchart
sheets. Thus the participants spoke the ideas aloud and only one of them represented
the ideas. Both teams used several sheets to capture their ideas. During the session of
ideation, a difficulty was observed in extending the idea to a more complex idea, since
the participants had to include connectors and arrows to link the ideas related and
shaped in different sheets of the flipchart. At the end of the creativity session, the
university team took pictures of their ideas and sent them to the company team and
vice versa. The teams then shared ideas with each other. Finally, they had a reflection
conversation on the ideas generated by both teams.
A summary table with a comparison of these studies to support creativity discussed
above is presented in Table II. From these creativity sessions we were able to detect
patterns of interaction such as: choosing a person to represent ideas, choosing a way
for representing and organizing ideas, and reaching consensus to reflect ideas. Ideas
are commonly represented by keywords and freehand drawings so that they can then be
discussed with others during a brainstorming session. Ideas are organized as they are
represented by diagrams, or by locating related ideas together. Finally, during
reflection on the ideas generated, consensus is reached to obtain the final ideas.
Table II Interaction patterns: ethnographic study
Creativity
Organizing
ideas

Evaluating
ideas

Observer

Observer/Sk
etcher

Observer/
Sketcher

Specific
material

Consensus

Representing
ideas

Reflection

Patterns

Creativity session 1:
Increasing student
engagement in
classroom

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Bond paper,
markers, pens
and post-it notes,
diagrams

Creativity session 2:
Health project

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Quadrants drawn
on whiteboards,
bond paper,
markers, pens
and post-it notes

Creativity session 3:
Best agers

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Flipcharts,
markers,
videoconference

Case study

Y: yes; N: no.

2.3 The work of creativity using MTS
User interfaces (UI) focused on creativity relying on MTS have constantly been
developed. Researchers have discussed the importance of the exploration of these
kinds of interfaces and have proposed solutions for user interface design problems.
Next we analyze some pertinent proposals in this area. We divide our analysis in
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applications built for structured brainstorming, and applications built for unstructured
brainstorming.
2.3.1

Analysis of applications designed for creativity

A comparison of the interfaces built for creativity is presented in Table III. Based
upon an analysis of creativity-building applications, we noted that the main actions
performed during the sessions of creativity using MTS are creating cards (spaces for
introducing ideas), writing ideas (representing ideas through images, text, free hand
drawings and voice), and deleting ideas (erasing unwanted ideas) for idea generation
activity; linking ideas (defining associations between ideas), grouping ideas
(categorizing ideas), ungrouping ideas (deleting categories), and defining relationships
(naming relations between ideas) for idea organization activity; and selecting the
evaluation method (selecting an evaluation method), and evaluating ideas (assigning
value to previously generated ideas) for idea evaluation activity. We also noted that
most of these proposals contemplate only their use for unstructured brainstorming (a
generic brainstorming without specific rules), and are not flexible enough to be applied
to different methods of creativity.
Table III Interaction patterns using MTS.
Idea
generation

Idea organization

Idea
evaluati
on

Deleting ideas

Linking ideas

Grouping ideas

Unlinking ideas

Ungrouping ideas

Defining relationships

Select evaluation method

Evaluating ideas

Unstructured

Structured

Ideas Mapping (Zaphiris et al., 2013)
InnovIMM (Magallanes et al., 2012a)
Generic techniques (Frieß et al., 2011)
Reality-Based (Geyer et al., 2011)
Vozze (Huerta et al., 2011)
ScriptStorm (Clayphan et al., 2014)
Trains of thought (Jaco et al., 2014)
Affinity+ (Burtner et al., 2013)
MemTable (Hunter et al., 2011)
NiCE (Haller et al., 2010)
Pen + touch (Hinckley et al., 2010)
Touch & Write (Liwicki et al., 2010)
Mind-Maps (Buisine et al., 2007)
BrainStorming (Hilliges et al., 2007)
NA: Not Available.

Representing ideas

Applications designed for
creativity using MTS

Creating cards

Patterns

X

X

X

NA

X

NA

X

NA

NA

NA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NA

NA

X

X

X

NA

X

NA

X

NA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NA

NA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NA

NA

NA

X

X

NA

X

X

X

X

NA

NA

NA

X

X

X

NA

X

NA

X

NA

NA

NA

X

X

X

NA

X

NA

X

NA

NA

NA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NA

NA

X

X

X

NA

X

NA

X

NA

NA

NA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NA

NA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NA

NA

NA

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

NA

NA

NA

The efficiency of the creativity process requires that the innovation group feels
comfortable with the tools that they are using to generate ideas. Creating an experience
instead of an artifact requires a deliberate way of thinking about design, activities and
tools for developing these experiences. In the next section we explore and describe in
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detail some creativity tools developed specifically for MTS, which is our target
technology.
2.3.2

Structured brainstorming applications

“Ideas Mapping” (Zaphiris et al., 2013) is a surface computing application that
supports idea generation, collaborative decision-making and group artifact
construction. Ideas Mapping is based on two main activities: idea generation and idea
categorization. The application aims to make affinity diagramming to allow
participants to analyze a problem and brainstorm around possible solutions while they
actively construct a consensus artifact; namely, a taxonomy of their ideas. Ideas are
presented as digital cards in the middle of the tabletop surface. Collaborators can
categorize ideas into thematic units. Thematic units can be created using a virtual
keyboard and can be renamed if needed. Participants can drag and drop a card over a
thematic unit to categorize it. In addition, users can edit ideas or generate new ones and
delete ideas or thematic units.
“InnovIMM” (Magallanes et al., 2012a) proposes a set of gestures and graphical
elements as a means to introduce and manipulate ideas. InnovIMM considers two
stages: idea generation and idea organization. During the idea generation stage, ideas
are represented by images, text, and free-hand drawings. InnovIMM is based on the
use of three main components: cards, floating fan menus and toolbars. A card is a
workspace used to organize knowledge. Each card is edited on the full screen. Cards
may contain text, images, and freehand drawings. Users can pop up a fan menu by
touching any empty space of a card. This fan menu has options for inserting text
(activating a textbox and an on-screen keyboard for typing ideas), images and free
hand drawing. Users select options on the fan menu by tapping on the desired option
(once the user selects an option, the menu is closed and hidden). During the creativity
session, users can interact with elements such as images, text, drawings or canvas
areas, which represent the new ideas. When selected, each of these elements is
enhanced with a toolbar that allows for the execution of tasks such as edit, delete or
link ideas. Ideas can be linked so as to create a hierarchy of ideas. This functionality
was implemented as an element for the toolbar, and the corresponding action can also
be performed with a double tap gesture over the selected idea.
“Generic creativity technique” (Frieß et al., 2011) is an application based on
problem solving. This application considers three phases: idea generation, idea
organization and idea evaluation. For idea generation, authors represent ideas as ideacards in the form of real cards. Editing, reordering, moving, deleting and resizing ideas
as well as changing the idea title and deleting an idea are available features in this
application. A personal control widget was introduced for each user in order to allow
each user to simultaneously trigger actions (create, edit and delete ideas) by each user.
In order to determine which user is executing a given action, a drag and drop
mechanism was implemented; a user has to press a button and slide their finger to an
empty spot on the table (to create ideas) or to an existing idea/aspect (to edit or delete
ideas). As soon the finger gets released, the action is performed on its last position. If
an area is edited, it gets locked for the duration of the modification so that no other
user is able to change its content during this period. For idea organization, participants
slide them into another user’s territory. Authors provided the application with two
different ways to input text: virtual on-screen keyboards as well as mobile phone
keyboards. The idea evaluation consists of two different views: The first one lists all
generated ideas in order to select one of them for evaluation by tapping on its title; and
the other (which gets triggered by selecting an idea) displays a detailed view of the
whole idea. There, the user is able to evaluate the idea with respect to the phasespecific criterion by ratings and / or a comment box.
9

“Reality-Based interface” (Geyer et al., 2011) is a digital workspace for supporting
affinity diagramming. This workspace employs a digital pen, small paper notes,
tangible objects, personal spaces and shared spaces for supporting individual ideation
and reflection activities. These personal spaces can be accessed on demand by pressing
buttons in each corner of the table. The workspace provides hybrid interaction
techniques through copying, clustering, piling, and representing ideas. Physical notes
can be copied into the shared workspace by placing them on the interactive table. A
digital representation of the physical note appears within the virtual workspace, while
the physical copy is kept in the personal workspace. Users may edit their notes later on
by writing on the physical note. These manipulations are synchronized with the digital
copy. Notes can be organized into meaningful arrangements. For organizing notes into
groups, a simple clustering algorithm automatically aligns and associates notes when
released close to each other. Releasing notes on top of other notes can create piles of
notes. Notes can be collected into mobile piles by using multiple two-sided tangible
objects. Digital notes are selected by placing the colored side of the tangible object on
a digital note. By turning over the token and placing it on the table with the blank side,
selected notes are moved to a new location.
“Vozze” (Huerta et al., 2011) is a multi-touch interface for recording and managing
ideas and their associations during creativity processes. Vozze integrates two major
activities: idea generation and idea organization. The interface comprises three main
components: a voice interface for capturing ideas, a gestural interface for manipulating
idea representations and a collection of workspaces that are created and interlinked.
For capturing ideas, users need to activate the microphone (start the recognition
engine), say their ideas out loud and then stop the microphone. The speech recognition
component captures the idea and presents it as text on the MTS. In addition, to the
microphone, Vozze provides an alternative for adding text items using on-screen
menus and physical or virtual keyboards. Workspaces are blank areas on MTS
designed to insert and manipulate new ideas (idea organization). To create a new
workspace, user double tap on the corresponding text item with two fingers. Every
workspace includes a toolbar that presents controls for both the objects on display and
the speech recognition engine. Additionally, as workspaces are created, they are
organized as a network that represents ideas using links that connect related concepts.
Links are associated with the text that represents ideas captured, and every link will
take the user to a new workspace in which more ideas can be added. Vozze’s
navigation through workspaces is controlled by predefined multi-touch gestures.
2.3.3

Unstructured brainstorming applications

“ScriptStorm” (Clayphan et al., 2014) explores how to adapt the scripted
collaboration approach for using it in tabletop brainstorming. That is, a creativity
application based on scripts to structure collaborative processes by specifying roles and
activities across participants and to encourage desirable interactions. ScriptStorm has
two stages: idea generation and idea categorization. The idea generation stage is to
create novel ideas. The idea categorization is meant to assess, filter and organize the
ideas. During idea generation, ScriptStorm uses keyboards to enter ideas and uses
color-coded ideas to identify their author (also used during the idea categorization).
During the idea categorization, ScriptStorm users have a widget showing their avatar.
This is color coded for each user. If a user wants to create an idea instead of a category
at this stage, they can double tap on the user avatar to bring up a menu which has two
buttons: “make idea” and “make category”. A user can edit a pre-existing item by
moving their avatar over an existing object (this creates a link between an avatar and
an object on the screen). Typing with the keyboard when the user avatar is linked to an
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object will allow that object to be edited. Moving an idea over a category creates a link
between ideas and categories (these links are represented with lines). To move an idea
from one category to another, users swipe the idea onto another category.
Alternatively, they can double tap an item to access a menu. To delete an item, they
can either use the delete icon or move the item to one of the trashcans placed in each
corner of the tabletop. A long press on the trashcan can recover deleted items. Users
were given two sorting options: a grid layout and an elliptical layout, as methods for
dealing with clutter on the tabletop.
“Trains of thought” (Jaco et al., 2014) is a brainwriting touch interface that enables
users to link together ideas using the rope metaphor. There are two main stages in
Train-of-thought: idea generation and idea organization. For idea generation, the
interface displays a text field on each side of the table. For typing ideas, users utilize
Bluetooth physical keyboards. In this Graphical User Interface (GUI), a ring of rope is
displayed in the center, and every user sees a personal roll of rope on the left of his/her
text field. Ideas are validated with the ENTER key. This validation extends the rope
along the text field, and creates a new label. As the text of the idea is copied onto a
label, the text field is then cleared for the next idea. The subsequent ideas produce
labels of the same color bound by the same rope (idea organization). Users ungroup
ideas by touching the scissor button in the menu bar which detaches the newly
constructed piece of rope from the roll. Ideas can be rearranged or freely moved to a
better location by drag and drop. One more feature of building the network of ideas
(grouping ideas) is the branching feature. When a label holding an idea is touched, the
intersection between the rope and the label is highlighted with a colored disk. All
subsequent ideas, until the label is deselected by touching the background, are bound
up with a new rope growing perpendicular to the selected label.
“MemTable” (Hunter et al., 2011) presents an interactive tabletop system for
collaborative work. The system was developed for supporting meeting capture with
digital and physical tools such as keyboards, image capture, paper-based note taking,
audio recording, drawing on screen, and laptop screen sharing. Users can add items
from the last meeting by dragging them from a screen menu. Users have personal
menus that can be repositioned at any time during the meeting. Personal menus have
two buttons marked by different coloring. One button is used to input information into
the system and the second to recall information from the table. When the input button
is selected, the user touches one of the input modality icons from the personal menu to
activate the hardware (keyboard, clipboard with physical pen, microphone or camera)
which links that input to their identity. When a user activates a physical keyboard,
MemTable shows a text input (near the personal menu) linked to the keyboard for
typing ideas. For validating ideas, the user moves the text input away from the personal
menu. Users can also sketch on the notepads to stream a live a digital representation to
the table. A camera placed over the table can capture physical objects and large papers.
Users place the physical objects on the table and then select the camera from the input
menu and a picture is sent to the table. Users can send information from a personal
laptop to the table surface. An audio recording is available for capturing and playback.
A digital pen allows for direct join (by drawing) of ideas on the table. All inputs
generate an input element (a menu associated to the input) with options for editing,
pinning and locking edition. Items can be scaled, rotated, and thrown across the table
to other users with bi-manual gestures supported in standard surface computing
applications.
“The NiCE Discussion Room” (Haller et al., 2010) is a virtual whiteboard for
collaborative interaction. In NiCE, users can sketch their ideas directly on a piece of
paper, which can later be shared with the group via a large whiteboard. Sketched ideas
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can be moved within or between canvases by using a pick-and-drop gesture. For
organizing sketches (idea organization), new canvases can be added to the session and
managed through a separate overview layer on the whiteboard. To create a new layer, a
user must first touch a physical menu (made up of small tangible and magnetic buttons
with functional icons that users can tap with their digital pens to form their associated
functionality) with their pen and then touch the sketching canvas where the assigned
overlay layer should be placed.
“Touch & Write” (Liwicki et al., 2010) is a system for performing tasks with a
digital pen on a screen for handwriting. It allows for the addition of content in a similar
way to paper, and additionally recognizes data to make it available in the digital world.
The system considers the activities idea generation and idea association. Touch &
Write allows for creating, editing, and viewing a concept map. For idea generation, the
handwritten strokes are automatically recognized and converted into a machinereadable string. On-screen keyboards are also used for introducing concepts. Info items
are attached to concepts for the purpose of associating them with objects. Examples of
such objects are documents, webpages, email address, images or geographical
locations. The content of an attached info item can be viewed inside the application by
enlarging it (idea association). The digital pen is used to view and organize photos, as
well as to write notes on the pictures. Notes can be recognized and transformed into
digital labels by enclosing them on a circle. Concepts can be related to other concepts
by connecting them using the pen. A name for the relation can be added writing it on
the corresponding area. Drawing an X over the selected concept deletes the concepts.
“GroupMind” (Shih et al., 2009) is a collaborative mind-mapping tool for
brainstorming. The hierarchical mind-map structure supports idea generation and idea
organization during the brainstorming process. Participants can complete actions such
as insert, edit, delete, copy, or group ideas through the use of familiar desktop
interactions. Participants also can drag images or sketches from a file or from a web
page onto the shared mind-map.
The “Tabletop Mind-Maps” (TMM) application (Buisine et al., 2007) is a tool for
associative thinking. The application has two stages: idea generation and idea sorting.
A TMM session starts with a root label forced to be in center. On the tabletop, the
mind-map is built top-down when users create new nodes with double-tap and dragand-drop gestures (idea generation). The double-tap creates a new node in the subhierarchy of the tapped node, while the drag-and-drop gesture specifies the new node
position. The application uses a background color for the node in order to represent its
level in the hierarchy (idea sorting). TMM nodes are editable and allow for text input
from a physical wireless keyboard. The keyboard focus is persistent until the ENTER
key is pressed. Moreover, nodes of the hierarchy are freely relocated on the table. The
nodes of a sub-hierarchy will also follow their parent node when the latter is moved on.
The “BrainStorming” application (Hilliges et al., 2007) is based on the “idea cards
method" (group members write their ideas on a piece of paper that is then passed to
another member to read prior to writing their next comment). A pen-based input is
used to support the generation of ideas with handwriting. Users can start generating
ideas by drawing a square on the surface. This event triggers the appearance of a large
yellow square, resembling a card to write ideas in. By tipping a designated area of the
card, the latter shrinks to a smaller size and becomes moveable. A user can move their
card to another participant by tipping its periphery and dragging with the pen. Cards
appear simultaneously on the vertical display, which is located next to the table. Users
edit the content of the cards by tipping the card in the middle, where a small grid is
displayed. When users move from the table (for idea generation) to the wall display
(for idea organization), they can spatially organize the ideas by rearranging them on
the wall. In addition, they can create clusters by drawing a circle around some cards.
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Clusters are merged by dragging them together. Drawing a cross on the border of a
cluster causes it to dissolve into single cards again. Clusters can be connected to each
other or to single cards by drawing a line from the border of one cluster to the border
of another one or to the center of a card. Whole clusters can be moved across the
display, thus moving all the cards they contain.
In order to model creativity techniques through software tools, it is often necessary
to first thoroughly investigate the main activities and tools used as part of these
techniques. Thus, centered on user activities, we have described the most
representative works that introduce interfaces built for creativity using MTS in detail.
We have described the interaction of the most prominent works in the area of creativity
using MTS in detail. This investigation makes it possible to develop software tools
with which users can interact in the most natural way.
2.3.4

Active tangibles as support for creativity sessions

Active tangibles are bidirectional interfaces commonly used in conjunction with
interactive surfaces. Active Tangibles have been used in collaborative projects such as
those for modeling biology systems (Chang et al., 2012; Mehta et al., 2016), and gene
networks (Arif et al., 2016); for constructing queries (Jetter et al., 2011); and for
supporting faceted information (Klum et al., 2012).
Our model still does not cover interactions with active tangibles, because they have
not yet been applied in projects that support creativity sessions. Therefore, there is an
opportunity to explore the active tangibles in projects that support creativity sessions.

3 Support for the process of creativity using MTS: The need for patterns
The assumption that human activities have discoverable requirements (the process
of identifying, analyzing, modeling, verifying and managing activities) has motivated
considerable work reported in the literature (Williams, 2009). Examples include
conceptual tools such as Requirements Engineering (Nuseibeh and Easterbrook, 2000),
Participatory Design (Spinuzzi, 2005), Contextual Design (Holtzblatt and Beyer,
2014), Activity Centered Design (Norman, 2005) and Collaboration Engineering
(Briggs et al., 2003; de Vreede et al., 2009). This section describes some prominent
conceptual tools commonly used to investigate the activities of individuals using
software applications.
In the development of software for MTS, activity requirements differ from design
requirements. While activity requirements have to do with the software doing its work
(accomplishing user goals), design requirements have to do with the way in which the
tools (GUI, gestures, tangible objects, etc.) support the user to perform these activities.
Thus, the context in which we are working is focused on the study of activity design,
related with interaction of users during the process of creativity using MTS.

3.1 Conceptual tools
“Requirements Engineering” (RE) is a conceptual tool within the field of software
engineering. RE encompasses all tasks related to the determination of conditions and
requirements needing to be met in the modification or development of new software.
“Participatory Design” (PD) is an approach to the development of systems that impels
the active involvement of workplace practitioners (current users of the system) in
design and decision-making. PD’s object of study is the tacit knowledge developed and
used by those who work with technologies (Spinuzzi, 2005). “Contextual Design”
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(CD) is a structured user-centered design process that provides methods to collect data
about users in the field, interpret and consolidate that data and use it to create product
and service concepts. The CD philosophy is to understand users in order to find out
their fundamental intents (Holtzblatt and Beyer, 2014). “Activity Centered Design”
(ACD) was developed to understand human activities (Norman, 2005). One of the
basic principles of ACD is the hierarchical structure of activity (Nardi, 1995).
“Collaboration Engineering” (CE) is an approach in the design and development of
reusable and repeatable collaborative processes (Briggs et al., 2003; de Vreede et al.,
2009). The objective of CE is to provide a set of building blocks for activities or
collaborative processes based on techniques that are repeated, which are called patterns
of collaboration (Briggs et al., 2003; de Vreede et al., 2009). Table IV summarizes our
comparative analysis these tools.
Table IV Tools for identifying user needs.

Tool

Target

Research questions

Possible deliverables

Requirements
Engineering

The system

Requirements elicitation,
requirements identification,
requirements analysis,
requirements specification,
system modeling and
requirements management.

Participatory
Design

Workgroup

Contextual
Design

Users in the
field

Activity
Centered
Design

Humans as
participants in
activities

Collaboration
Engineering

Collaboration

What must the system do?
How must the system behave?
Which properties must it
exhibit?
Which qualities must it possess?
Which constraints must the
system satisfy?
Who the audience is?
What tools they can use?
How people use a product?
How they would like to use it in
the future?
How do users interact with the
product in their normal work
environment?
What do users actually do?
Why do they do it that way?
For fulfilling specific goals:
What activities must be
undertaken?
What tasks or actions?
What operations? What
activities must be enabled by
the application? How the device
would be operated?
Goals? Deliverables?
Activities? Patterns of
collaboration? Techniques?
Tools? Scripts?

Feedback in form of comment
sections, rating systems and
reviews.
Flow model, sequence model,
cultural model, artifact model
and physical model.
Analysis of the structure of
activities and requirements.
Classification of user
interactions.

A list of problem statements, a
list of possible solutions,
evaluation criteria, evaluated
solutions, choices and rationale,
plans, actions and after action
reviews.

Understanding activities and user requirements is important for project
development success. On the one hand, there are different conceptual tools to
determine the conditions that must be met when proposing an improvement or a new
software development. These tools regularly have to do with knowledge of the details
in each process, tools and activities of end users. On the other hand, there are different
user interface software tools to design and develop the interaction and the tools that
users will use to achieve their activities. Next, an analysis of the design implications in
the development of interfaces for creativity using MTS is presented.
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3.2 A gap in the MTS development spectrum
From a thorough review of the literature, a significant gap has been detected
between the level of development tools and end-user applications that aim to support
the process of creativity using interactive surfaces (see Figure 1). This gap creates a
problem because of the failure in recognizing the importance of building user
interfaces and because of the lack of integration between human-computer interaction
and software engineering. It increases user frustration and the feeling that a user is
working hard during an activity. If a user interface is poorly designed, difficult to
operate or implies unnecessary operations, a user will abandon the interaction
altogether in favor of something that is easier to use, even if it the other tool offers less
possibilities (Cawthon and Moere, 2007). This gap can benefit from abstractions
(regarding design decisions) already available for software developers to incorporate
into applications designed for creativity.
There are many techniques to investigate the needs and goals of end users of a
product, utilized to validate and assess the usability of design decisions, as well as
those aimed at prototyping these decisions. However, it is more difficult to find
methods and techniques that facilitate and sustain the same decision-making at the
design stage. In the creativity context, it is complicated to predict, at design time, all
the possible configurations of MTS, and especially the way users will be willing to
interact with them. Thus, there is a need for understanding the activities that support
the process of creativity and to compare interactions using MTS (Zaphiris et al., 2013).
"Interaction patterns" are tools that can facilitate the choice of solutions to specific
design problems. An interaction pattern is a short summary of a usability design
solution to a problem that is repeatedly used in similar contexts with some variations in
implementation. The way to get this solution is abstracting specific examples of
interface design. Therefore, the first goal of this research has been to produce a pattern
model for interaction design centered on activities of the process of creativity derived
from our analysis of applications built for creativity using MTS.
Most of the creativity-building applications using MTS, focus only on the
brainstorming process (as reported in Table III); therefore, the variety of
methodologies to support creativity is wasted. There is a need to leverage the different
methods of creativity for developing applications using MTS. In order to support this
necessity, developers could follow an architecture that describes the overall structure
for applications in terms of the logical grouping of components into separate layers
that communicate with each other and with other clients and applications. Thus, the
second goal has been to propose an architecture for developing these applications.
In addition, more ad hoc tools are called for in the development of software
applications for creativity using MTS. Some creativity applications using interactive
surfaces describe the implementation of existing applications developed for web
environments using keyboard and mouse. This gives rise to the creation of building
blocks that can be directly implemented in different applications designed for creativity
using these surfaces. Thus, the third goal has been to produce a set of building blocks
for this purpose.
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Figure 1 Implications for designing creativity-building applications using MTS

We have described the implications for designing software applications for
creativity using MTS. We have also described the needs for the effective design of
these applications. Next we will provide a detailed description of the activities
involved in a deep understanding of the process of creativity as a cohesive, wellarticulated design model that supports the work of creativity using MTS for interface
and interaction development.

4 ISCALI: Innovation Solutions Centered on Activities for Large-sized
Interfaces
Based on our analysis presented in section 2 we propose ISCALI, a model for
developing applications to support the process of creativity using MTS. ISCALI can be
used for implementing various creativity methodologies. ISCALI comprises three main
activities: idea generation, organization and evaluation, and their subsequent actions.
Each activity consists of a set of actions performed by groups that stimulate creativity
as shown in Figure 2.
Activities
Activities

Idea generation

Actions

Actions
Creating cards to introduce concepts
Representing ideas
Filtering ideas
Linking ideas

The creativity
process

Grouping ideas
Idea organization

Unlinking ideas
Ungrouping ideas
Defining relationships

Idea evaluation

Selecting evaluation method
Evaluating

Figure 2 Creativity process using MTS and ACD

An effective interaction design using MTS responds to detailed knowledge of users’
activities and responds to the way that developed applications perform these activities,
and is presented naturally. For example, they might take advantage of the size of these
surfaces, the interaction of hand gestures and/or the synchronous collocated
collaboration to add realism to the application whenever possible. Often, the closer the
interactions are to real world experiences, the easier they will be to understand and the
more enjoyable the user experience will be (Hilliges et al., 2007; Swan, 2003). In the
following discussion, we describe interaction patterns that are part of MTS creativity
activities.
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Families of interaction patterns found during the processes that support creativity
using MTS were “Creating cards to introduce concepts”, “Representing ideas”, and
“Filtering ideas” for idea generation activities; “Linking ideas”, “Grouping ideas”,
“Unlinking ideas”, “Ungrouping ideas”, and “Defining relationships” for idea
organization activities; and “Selecting the evaluation method”, and “Evaluating” for
idea evaluation activities.

4.1 Pattern name: Creating cards to introduce concepts
The act of creating cards consists of patterns to generate spaces where it is possible
to represent ideas. Innovators use this pattern when there is no specific amount of ideas
required. The use of ideas represented in the style of post-it notes is very common in
applications for creativity using MTS (Burtner et al., 2013; Frieß et al., 2011; Geyer et
al., 2011; Hilliges et al., 2007; Hinckley et al., 2010; Zaphiris et al., 2013), as these
post-it notes are commonly used in traditional brainstorming sessions.
4.1.1

How to create a new card

Many different variations for creating a new card exist. Users can create a new
card:
a) By dragging and dropping a button (see Figure 3a).
b) By drawing a square (see Figure 3b).
c) By bringing up a menu on any free space (see Figure 3c).
d) By using voice commands (see Figure 3d).
e) By using a physical object (see Figure 3e).
f) By using a menu associated with each object (see Figure 3f).
g) By tapping twice on an existing card (see Figure 3g).
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Figure 3 Creating cards a) by dragging and dropping a button, b) by drawing a square, c) by
bringing up a menu on any free space, d) by using voice commands, e) by using a physical object, f)
by using a menu associated with each object, and g) by tapping twice on an existing card

4.1.2

Examples of tools and operations to create a new card

Users employ global menus together with drag and drop gestures to create new
cards as shown in (Frieß et al., 2011) (see Figure 3a). Other menus are the “Bezel
menu” presented in Pen + touch (Hinckley et al., 2010) and the on-screen menus1.
Gestures are also patterns for creating cards. Users perform gesture shapes (usually
drawing a square) to insert a card (see Figure 3b). Alternatives to this pattern include
performing gestures using a stylus as in the BrainStorming application (Hilliges et al.,
2007).
Floating menus (to obtain a new card) are activated by performing a tap over an
empty space of the graphical interface (see Figure 3c) as occurs in InnovIMM
(Magallanes et al., 2012a). Interaction with this menu has been evaluated positively by
users (Magallanes et al., 2012b).
Voice commands offer another alternative for this pattern. Users manipulate buttons
and icons as a means to enable or disable the recording (Huerta et al., 2011; Hunter et
al., 2011). Then, users talk out loud to give keywords or key-phrases (to insert new
cards), which act as commands to interact with the GUI (see Figure 3d).
Fiducial markers attached to physical objects are also used to insert cards (see
Figure 3e). Users utilize physical objects to insert cards. Alternatives employed colored
tangible objects to insert colored cards according to the color of the tangible object
used. These tangible interfaces provide natural and direct interaction due to the
integration of visual feedback and physical control (Jordà, 2010).
Idea cards enhanced with an additional tools menu (a toolbar associated with the
card to perform actions –commands– to that same card) are another pattern for creating
cards (see Figure 3f). Examples of this pattern are the toolbar associated to ideas
showed in InnovIMM (Magallanes et al., 2012a) and the input menu in MemTable
(Hunter et al., 2011).
Another pattern appears when a user performs common gestures such as double tap
over a card to get another card (see Figure 3g). In this last pattern, the result could be a
new card attached to the first card as occurs in Tabletop Mind-Maps (Buisine et al.,
2007) or a new free card.

4.2 Pattern name: Representing ideas
By representing ideas users are able to make content their own. Users can represent
their ideas through fields. Innovators use this pattern when they want to represent their
1

Project by Rasmus Höfer. Retrieved February 7, 2016 from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJsW93TLvG8
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ideas. The interface shows the means for this action. Ideas are usually represented
through text, images, or freehand drawings. Likewise, external interfaces and / or
devices are used for this purpose.
To represent ideas, some projects use physical keyboards (Hunter et al., 2011; Jaco
et al., 2014) or on-screen keyboards. Representing ideas using on-screen keyboards
(Frieß et al., 2011; Liwicki et al., 2010; Magallanes et al., 2012a) sometimes makes
interaction difficult because of calibration and accuracy problems. Therefore, physical
keyboards are sometimes used instead of on-screen keyboards. In the same way,
external devices such as computers and mobile devices are sometimes used as a way to
speed up the representation of ideas (Frieß et al., 2011).
Microphones and styluses are another alternative to represent ideas. Generally these
devices operate in conjunction with audio recognition (Huerta et al., 2011) and
character recognition (Hilliges et al., 2007; Liwicki et al., 2010). Some applications are
connected to databases of semantically related terms and images which aid in finding
additional associated ideas within the same context (Eitz et al., 2012; Hunter et al.,
2011).
4.2.1

How to represent ideas

Present the user with fields to represent ideas. Users can access these fields:
a) By dragging and dropping a button onto a card (see Figure 4a).
b) By tapping on a card (see Figure 4b).
c) By tapping on the keyboard that appears in the menu associated with a card
(see Figure 4c).
d) By freely creating drawings on the cards (see Figure 4d).
e) By typing anywhere on the surface and then enclosing the text in a circle to
generate a new card (see Figure 4e).
f) By saying the idea out loud (see Figure 4f).
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Figure 4 Entering ideas on the interactive surface a) by dragging and dropping a button onto a
card, b) by tapping on a card, c) by tapping on the keyboard that appears in the menu associated
with a card, d) by freely creating drawings on the cards, e) by typing anywhere on the surface and
then enclosing the text in a circle to generate a new card, and f) by saying the idea out loud

4.2.2

Examples of tools and operations to represent ideas

Users employ global menus together with drag and drop gestures to edit cards
(Frieß et al., 2011) (see Figure 4a).
Tap gesture over a card is another pattern for getting a keyboard and for editing the
card (Magallanes et al., 2012a) (see Figure 4b).
Input menus associated with cards are used for obtaining a keyboard (see Figure 4c)
and for editing cards with free hand drawings and free hand text (see Figure 4d).
Images and character recognition is an option for representing ideas. Freehand
drawings and freehand texts are converted into computer-based images and computerbased text (see Figure 4e). Users employ a stylus for representing ideas over an empty
space on the surface as occurs in Touch & Write (Liwicki et al., 2010).
Voice recording is another alternative for representing ideas. Users manage buttons
and icons to activate or deactivate recordings (see Figure 4f). Vozze uses speech
recognition for converting ideas spoken out loud into computer-based text (Huerta et
al., 2011). A drawback of this pattern is that it could misinterpret ideas when used in
noisy places or when various users express their ideas at the same time. MemTable
(Hunter et al., 2011) uses an audio recording for capturing and playback ideas.

4.3 Pattern name: Filtering ideas
Filtering ideas covers common ways users can delete (erase) ideas in a certain
context, as for instance, deleting information on a card or deleting the card altogether.
Innovators use this pattern to delete repeated ideas.
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4.3.1

How to filter ideas

Ideas can be removed from the workspace:
a) By dragging and dropping cards to a trashcan (see Figure 5a).
b) By tapping on a trashcan in the menu attached to each card (see Figure 5b).
c) By saying delete card out loud (see Figure 5c).
d) By using a physical object with an X on one of its faces (see Figure 7d).
e) By dragging a card to an edge of the workspace (see Figure 5e).

Figure 5 Removing cards from the workspace a) by dragging and dropping cards to a trashcan,
b) by tapping on a trashcan in the menu attached to each card, c) by saying delete card out loud, d)
by using a physical object with an X on one of its faces, and e) by dragging a card to an edge of the
workspace

4.3.2

Examples of tools and operations to filter ideas

Users operate trash can icons located at the corner of the GUI (on polygonal
surfaces) and drag the cards to the trash can as a pattern for eliminating cards (see
Figure 5a). Examples are shown in Tabletop Mind-Maps (Buisine et al., 2007) or in the
work of Höffer2. This pattern is mainly utilized on horizontal surfaces where users are
located around the surface. A drawback of this pattern is its use in very large MTS.
When deleting cards, input menus associated to cards are another option (see Figure
5b) as the toolbar menu proposed in InnovIMM (Magallanes et al., 2012a). These input
menus regularly appear when users manipulate the ideas (by touching or perform a tap
gesture on them).

2

Project by Rasmus Höfer. Retrieved February 7, 2016 from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJsW93TLvG8
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Speech recognition is another pattern used to delete cards (see Figure 5c). This
pattern is usually represented with a microphone icon. To activate or deactivate the
speech recognition, users perform a tap over the speech recognition icon. The goal of
this pattern is to capture the voice command and delete (in this case) the selected card
as occurs in Vozze (Huerta et al., 2011).
Fiducial markers attached to objects are another option for filtering ideas. In this
pattern, the user grabs the tangible object and places it over the card that will be
eliminated (see Figure 5d). The convenience of employing this pattern is the physical
feedback that it provides for the user.
The drag and drop gesture is another pattern for filtering ideas. In this pattern, users
drag the selected card to any of the borders on the surface until the card disappears (see
Figure 5e) as was implemented in BrainStorming application (Hilliges et al., 2007).
Similarly to the pattern where users utilize the corner trash cans, a drawback to this
pattern is its use in very large MTS.

4.4 Pattern name: Linking ideas
Linking ideas is the process of creating associations between ideas or between
groups of ideas. This allows users to create a map of the logical dependencies. Users
link ideas when they establish connections among concepts.
4.4.1

How to link ideas

The user can create associations between ideas:
a) By drawing a line between the cards that contain the ideas (see Figure 6a).
b) By drawing a line between groups of ideas (see Figure 6b).
c) By dragging one card over another card (see Figure 6c).

Figure 6 Creating associations between ideas a) by drawing a line between the cards that contain
the ideas, b) by drawing a line between groups of ideas, and c) by dragging one card over another
card

4.4.2 Examples of tools and operations to link ideas
The goal of this pattern is linking cards (see Figure 6a) or linking groups of cards
(see Figure 6b). Users perform this pattern by drawing lines from one card to another
card as shown in Touch & Write (Liwicki et al., 2010) or from one group of cards to
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another group as occurs in BrainStorming (Hilliges et al., 2007). Another pattern for
linking ideas emerges when dragging a card over another (see Figure 6c) as occurs in
the work of work of Höffer3.

4.5 Pattern name: Grouping ideas
The pattern of grouping ideas is used for organizing the concepts. It is also a way to
visually represent groups of ideas. Innovators use this pattern to cluster their ideas by
topic of interest.
4.5.1

How to group ideas

Enclose or organize the ideas. If necessary, the groups of ideas should be
represented through lines or shapes enclosing the ideas. Another way to organize ideas
is using different colors or placing related ideas together. Users can organize their
ideas:
a) By selecting cards and performing two finger taps for placing cards together
(see Figure 7a).
b) By drawing circle around a number of cards (see Figure 7b).
c) By moving one group on top of another in order to merge them (see Figure
7c).
d) By moving one card from one group to another (see Figure 7d).
e) By changing the color of each generated idea (see Figure 7e).

3

Project by Rasmus Höfer. Retrieved February 7, 2016 from
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nJsW93TLvG8
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Figure 7 Creating groups of ideas a) by selecting cards with two taps, b) by drawing circle
around a number of cards, c) by moving one group on top of another in order to merge them, d) by
moving one card from one group to another, and e) changing the color of each generated idea

4.5.2

Examples of tools and operations to group ideas

In order to organize ideas, innovators tap on the cards they want to put together, and
tap and hold to choose the place where the cards will be grouped (see Figure 7a) as is
shown in Pen + touch (Hinckley et al., 2010).
Another pattern involves drawing a circle to enclose the cards (see Figure 7b) or
moving circles together to cluster groups of cards (see Figure 7c). Also, the cards
inside a group could be moved from one group to another (see Figure 7d) as was
implemented in BrainStorming (Hilliges et al., 2007) and in Ideas Mapping (Zaphiris
et al., 2013).
Assigning a color to each generated idea is another way to group ideas (see Figure
7e) as was applied in Trains of thought (Jaco et al., 2014) and in Tabletop Mind-Maps
(Buisine et al., 2007).

4.6 Pattern name: Unlinking and ungrouping ideas
Unlinking and ungrouping ideas delete associations between ideas. The goal of
these action patterns is to separate one idea from another idea, or to separate groups of
ideas. Innovators use this pattern when ideas are unrelated.
4.6.1

How to ungroup ideas

Users can dissolve associations and clusters:
a) By drawing some strokes over the link / group (see Figure 8).
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Figure 8 Dissolving associations a) by drawing strokes over the link, and b) by drawing strokes
over the group

4.6.2

Examples of tools and operations to ungroup ideas

Hand gestures and styluses are used in these patterns. The main operation
performed in both action patterns is drawing lines for unlinking/ungrouping ideas (see
Figure 8). In Touch & Write (Liwicki et al., 2010), users draw strokes in order to
unlink two concepts. Similarly, in Brainstorming (Hilliges et al., 2007), users draw
strokes to delete the grouping lines.

4.7 Pattern name: Defining relationships
Defining relationships adds a name for the association among new ideas. The goal
of this pattern is to textually define these associations. Innovators use this pattern when
there is a name for the relationship between ideas.
4.7.1

How to define relationships

This pattern works in a similar way to the “representing ideas” pattern, but its
purpose is to define the relationship between ideas textually. Usually, this pattern is
represented by text positioned over the lines that connect ideas. Users can add a name
for the associations:
a) By writing a name for the association (see Figure 9).

Figure 9 Adding a name for the associations by typing over the link

4.7.2

Examples of tools and operations to define relationships

This pattern works for creativity sessions where describing the relationships
between ideas (as occurs in the methodologies of Brainstorming and Circle of
opportunity) is needed. In this pattern, users perform a tap over the link between two
ideas, prompting the appearance of a keyboard to write the name of the relation (see
Figure 9) as appears in Touch & Write (Liwicki et al., 2010). Variants on this action
pattern are representing ideas through the keyboard or through freehand text. The name
of the relationships must disappear when the relationship between ideas or groups of
ideas is removed.
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4.8 Pattern name: Selecting evaluation method
Selecting an evaluation method consists of patterns that deal with displaying the
interface for evaluating ideas. Innovators use this pattern when they choose between
evaluating their ideas during the process of idea generation, or evaluating their ideas at
the end of the process.
4.8.1

How to select an evaluation method

There are generally two ways of evaluating ideas that may appear:
a) Consulting lists of all generated ideas (see Figure 10a).
b) Considering an associated menu for direct evaluation (see Figure 10b).

Figure 10 Methods for evaluating ideas: a) lists of all generated ideas, and b) an associated menu
for direct evaluation

4.8.2

Examples of tools and operations to select an evaluation method

Innovators perform a specific action where after a creativity session the ideas
generated are listed in conjunction with an evaluation method (see Figure 10a).
Another evaluation pattern consists of a menu similar to the input menu associated to
card, but only for evaluating ideas (see Figure 10b). It is usually placed below or to the
right of the card. Examples of this pattern are implemented in (Frieß et al., 2011).

4.9 Pattern name: Evaluating
By evaluating, users are able to add value to their generated ideas during decisionmaking process. Innovators use this pattern when they want a consensus of ideas.
4.9.1

How to evaluate ideas

Evaluation of ideas is not always carried out immediately after the creativity
session. It is convenient to save generated ideas in order to evaluate them later.
Evaluation of ideas could be a step towards decision-making. Users can add value to
their generated ideas:
a) By looking at the complete list of ideas and using stars or a numeric scale (see
Figure 11a).
b) By assigning a value to each generated idea though associated menus (see
Figure 11b).
c) By using physical objects (see Figure 11c).
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Figure 11 Evaluating ideas a) by looking at the complete list of ideas and using stars or a
numeric scale, b) by assigning a value to each generated idea though associated menus, and c) by
using physical objects

4.9.2

Examples of tools and operations to evaluate ideas

Users can get a complete view of all previously generated ideas. In this case
innovators evaluate their ideas using stars or through numerical scales (see Figure 11a).
Assigning a value to each generated idea is another way for evaluating ideas (see
Figure 11b). An example of this pattern is shown in (Frieß et al., 2011). Another
alternative is using physical objects for assigning an evaluation value (see Figure 11c).
In this pattern, users place tangible objects over each idea.
We have explored some creativity techniques together with some works that
propose the use of interactive surfaces in the innovation process. We have observed
such works in detail and we have applied ACD to understand what people do while
working within a process of creativity. With this information we have proposed an
architecture and a set of building blocks to help software developers in the construction
of interfaces that support creativity.

5 An architecture for creativity-building applications using MTS
In order to demonstrate the model’s applicability, as well as how its elements could
be incorporated into a real system, we designed an open architecture to be extended
with new applications and new tools that use MTS based on interaction patterns. Our
architecture consists of three layers: physical access, services and presentation. Figure
12 shows a simplified, high-level representation of these layers and their relationships
with external services that are consumed by the applications.
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Figure 12 General architecture for developing software applications for creativity

The physical access layer comprises tools used for creativity. It provides physical
objects recognition, graphical user interface primitives, and hand gestures primitives.
This layer exposes generic interfaces that the components in the services layer can
consume.
The services layer encapsulates the components of the system or the set of building
blocks. These building blocks are reusable in different applications for creativity. This
layer encapsulates the logic and implements the core functionality of the system.
The third layer is the presentation layer, which refers to the user-oriented
functionalities or where the interaction between user and system is managed. This layer
includes GUI elements and processes within interfaces focused on creativity. The layer
consists of series of interfaces with which users interact. Each interface displays output
from lower layers and collects user input regarding generation, organization and
evaluation of ideas.
TOKA (Touch Operations for Creative Activities) is a set of building blocks and
can be integrated into applications. TOKA can be regarded as a box with a
programming interface. This programming interface is summarized in Table V. In
order to demonstrate the potential of ISCALI, a set of TOKAs have been developed.
The TOKA for representing ideas mainly consists of a workspace that contains cards
for representing ideas. Cards are comprised by a cardName to identify each card, a
cardTextInput for representing ideas through text, a cardGroup for grouping cards, a
cardImage for displaying the image of a real card, and a CardButton for closing the
card. Cards also have optional parameters such as visibility, coordinates, size, and
constraints. This is illustrated in Figure 14. The TOKA for organizing ideas consists of
areas that represent groups of ideas. These groups would be differentiated by a name or
by a color. Groups also have optional parameters such as visibility, coordinates, size
and orientation. The TOKA for idea evaluation mainly consists of five columns: The
first column holds the complete list of previously generated ideas; the second one
holds the information regarding the card groups; the third one count the number of
evaluations; the fourth holds the sum of weighted evaluation ratings and provides the
total score of each idea; and the last one allows for direct evaluation by using stars
score. Collection of ideas to evaluate also has optional parameters such as visibility,
appearance, controls, and behavior. Next, we present the way in which we validate our
model.
Table V TOKAs specification.

Methods

Main parameters

Toka_Card

Card name, text to represent ideas, and card group

Toka_Create_Card

Space name and space size
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Methods

Main parameters

Toka_Representing_Ideas

Keyboard visibility

Toka_Filtering

Card visibility

Toka_Grouping

Group visibility and card group

Toka_Ungrouping

Group visibility and card group

Toka_Naming_Relationships

Keyboard and text to name the relationship

Toka_Evaluating

Idea, group, number of evaluations, cumulative rating,
and a button to evaluate ideas

6 A toolkit for application development
Based on our architecture (see Figure 12), we used TOKAs in the development of
software applications designed for creativity. The development of TOKAs consisted of
all three activities proposed in the model. This was illustrated in Figure 2. Regarding
actions, we selected only some of those proposed in ISCALI, in this case representing,
filtering, grouping and evaluating ideas. From the set of operations to achieve each
action proposed in the model, we have selected, developed and implemented a subset
of those in ISCALI in order to apply them to the development of creativity-building
applications (see Figure 13).

Figure 13 Architecture implementation

For the action of representing ideas, we use the pattern where users tap on a card to
get a keyboard. Cards have two editing modes: the first one is to represent ideas
through text, and the second one is to move and resize cards (see Figure 14a).
Tapping on a central area of the card triggers the edition mode for representing
ideas through text. When tapped, each of the cards is activated in conjunction with a
virtual keyboard. The keyboard focus is persistent until the ENTER key is pressed
(idea validation). Ideas are saved automatically in a database. When each of the cards
is updated, the database is updated too.
Cards can be manipulated and rearranged so as to make the editing mode more
comfortable. This functionality was implemented through touching and moving the
card over the edge with one or more fingers. The same operation is also used for
rotating and resizing a card.
For the action of grouping ideas, we have chosen to group the cards by color or by
name to differentiate groups of ideas (see Figure 14b). During this action, cards change
their color/name when they are dragged over different groups. This operation changes
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the color/name of the card according to the color/name of the group where the card is
dragged.
For the action of evaluating ideas, we use the pattern where at the end of the session
of creativity all generated ideas are listed for evaluation. In this evaluation section, the
list of ideas is presented, as are the groups of ideas, the number of times that an idea
has been evaluated, the final evaluation per idea and a star rating widget.
The user evaluates ideas through star ratings (see Figure 14c). When tapped, each
star adds an evaluation and adds a cumulative rating to each idea. This function
updates the database and shows the evaluation results in real time. This interface shows
five ideas at the same time and the other ideas can be visualized by performing a swipe
(top-down) gesture over ideas, and by using the GUI buttons located at the bottom of
the screen.

Figure 14 a) Representing ideas, b) Organizing ideas, c) Evaluating ideas

We have described part of the TOKAs implementation as a formal specification.
These TOKAs can be used for developing different creativity methods. Next, we
present various implementations of creativity-oriented applications that benefit from
the availability of our TOKAs building blocks.

7 Validating the model through the use of TOKAs and the development of
applications designed for creativity
For demonstrative purposes, four applications were developed for the methods
known as Six Thinking Hats, Lotus Blossom, SCAMPER, and Circle of opportunity as
instances which validate ISCALI’s ability to represent different mechanisms for
promoting creativity. Of these four applications, we developed the ones for the Six
Thinking Hats and Lotus Blossom methodologies using the model elements and our
building blocks. We invited some software developers to develop software applications
using the model elements and our building blocks too. They developed the applications
for the Lotus Blossom and SCAMPER methodologies.
For the development of these creative applications, we use building blocks based on
patterns to represent, organize, and evaluate ideas. The function of the first building
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block is to display a set of cards and activate an on-screen keyboard when the user
performs a tap on any of the cards. The function of the second building block is to
display and group the idea cards (assigning a title or color to the cards) when the user
moves each card over a specific group. The function of the third building block is to
show a list of ideas generated, a way to evaluate each idea through a rating with stars,
the number of times each idea has been evaluated, and a cumulative rating. These
building blocks seem to be very user-friendly.

7.1 A Six Thinking Hats prototypical application
The Six Thinking Hats application consists of four interfaces (see Figure 15). The
first interface is for writing the main idea (see Figure 15g). The second interface is for
selecting the hat to generate ideas (see Figure 15e). The third one is for representing
ideas on cards (see Figure 15a,b,c,d,f). To develop this third interface we used the
TOKAs for representing ideas. The fourth interface is for organizing ideas in groups,
as one of the functions of the “blue hat”, which is to assess whether an idea must be
changed to another group of ideas (see Figure 15h). To develop this fourth interface we
used the TOKAs for grouping ideas. This TOKA changes the color of a card when the
user drags that card to a different color group. And the last interface is for evaluating
ideas (see Figure 15i). To develop this interface we used the TOKAs for evaluating
ideas.

Figure 15 Six Thinking Hats application

7.2 A Lotus Blossom prototypical application
The Lotus Blossom application consists of the following interfaces (see Figure 16):
The first interface is for writing the main idea and the significant topics within that
idea (see Figure 16a). The following interface is for unfolding these significant topics
into subtopics (see Figure 16b,c,d,f,g,h,i). The third one is for showing the entire map
of generated ideas and organized in topic groups (see Figure 16j). The last interface is
for evaluating generated ideas (see Figure 16k).
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Figure 16 Lotus Blossom application

7.3 A SCAMPER prototypical application
The SCAMPER application consists of the following interfaces (see Figure 17):
The first interface is for writing the main idea (see Figure 17). The following interface
(see Figure 17c,d,e,f,g,h,i) is for representing ideas on cards according to the seven
techniques to substitute (S), combine (C), adapt (A), modify (M), put to another use
(P), eliminate (E) and reverse (R). The third interface shows the entire map of
generated ideas. In this interface users can reclassify those ideas (see Figure 17j). The
last interface is for evaluating generated ideas (see Figure 17k).
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Figure 17 SCAMPER application

7.4 A Circle of Opportunity prototypical application
Within the Circle of opportunity application users can write the main idea (see
Figure 18b) and the 12 attributes in text boxes (see Figure 18c). The application
randomly shows these attributes that users must consider during idea generation (see
Figure 18d,e,f,g). Users can also get a complete view of generated ideas with the
possibility of organizing them in groups (see Figure 18h). The building block used to
group cards shows the set of cards and changes the title of a card when the user drags
that card to a different group. This application also provides an interface for idea
evaluation (see Figure 18i).

Figure 18 Circle of opportunity application
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7.5 Benefits of TOKAs for expressing and developing creativity applications
These interfaces were developed rapidly, since programmers were able to rely on
our building blocks. It was only necessary to develop the initial interfaces that
characterize each method for promoting creativity. These building blocks work well
for developing creativity applications where writing, grouping and evaluating ideas is
required. The use of ACD in the development of TOKAs provides a general overview
of the involved activities as well as insight into which TOKAs can be helpful in
developing specific applications for creativity. Thus, it becomes much easier to adjust
and adapt TOKAs to the needs of different creativity methodologies than to develop an
application from scratch

7.6 Limitations
Throughout the previous sections we have discussed the features of the ISCALI
model and its potential for guiding the development of creativity applications on multitouch surfaces, particularly through the use of a set of building blocks we refer to as
TOKAs. We have demonstrated ISCALI’s expressivity for describing different
techniques to promote creativity and how ISCALI can be employed to guide the
development of applications for supporting the creativity process.
It is fair to acknowledge, however, that novel approaches to interaction on MTS
that have emerged recently are not completely covered by our model. In particular,
what has been referred to as active tangibles in our related work section, which show
promise in the realm of MTS interaction, still need to be analyzed more thoroughly
before claims can be made regarding our model’s exhaustiveness, and whether our set
of building blocks would need to be extended in order to cover their implementation.
It is also worth noting that in its current implementation, TOKAs only include a few
hand gestures and interface cards. We still do not cover the implementation of styluses,
fiducial markers, voice recognition or other external objects.

8 Future work
The ISCALI platform can be regarded as a testbed for investigating the role of
multi-touch surfaces in the work of creativity. In addition to addressing the limitations
discussed in the previous section, work is needed to take advantage of the availability
of the TOKAs building blocks to develop applications that implement a wider variety
of methodologies to support creativity. These implementations can be the basis for
formally and thoroughly investigating the role multi-touch user interfaces can plan in
the work of creativity, both individually and collaboratively by other networked
systems. This layer exposes generic interfaces that the components in the services layer
can consume.
Experiments need to be designed to observe users while conducting the work of
creativity. As a result of this, existing interaction patterns may be refined or additional
interaction patterns might be derived.
The current implementation of TOKAs is intended to a proof-of-concept prototype,
and it relies on proprietary development tools that have helped in speeding up its
construction. In order for the TOKAs building blocks to become a more generally
available construction toolkit, it is necessary to produce an implementation that is
based on publicly available development tools.
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9 Conclusions
We have presented ISCALI, a model that describes the main activities, actions and
operations that are carried out by groups of innovators who use multi-touch surfaces as
a part of the creativity process. The model has been generated through the application
of Activity Centered Design, and comprises the three major activities that are carried
out in various techniques to support creativity: generation, organization and evaluation
of ideas. ISCALI is capable of expressing the main activities performed in salient
projects that support the process of creativity using MTS.
ISCALI facilitates the comprehension of interactions occurring during central
activities in the creativity process using multi-touch surfaces. The model comprises
hierarchies of goals that reveal lower-level objectives and available resources. We have
modeled these activities and our model is open for future extensions to be useful for
designing tools and applications that facilitate the activities of users who take
advantage of features offered by MTS technology.
ISCALI covers a wide range of features of interaction observed in the above
applications that support creativity processes; but ISCALI can be completed with other
new features of other applications. ISCALI description is the result of direct
observation, paper analysis and video analysis during the three main activities of the
process of creativity.
We have used ISCALI to analyze the requirements of new MTS-enabled
applications, which could implement a variety of methodologies that foster creativity.
In that process, we came to the realization of the existence of a significant gap between
the low-level programming environments and the concepts needed to specify and
implement applications that support creativity. Thus, we have designed a system
architecture for MTS-enabled creativity applications that consists of three layers:
physical access, services and presentation. Low-level operations and primitives are
handled at the physical access level. Idea representation, navigation and multi-touch
user interfaces are handled at the presentation level. A key contribution of our research
lies at the service level, which serves as a bridge between low-level primitives and the
high-level abstractions of creativity applications. This bridge consists of building
blocks we refer to as TOKAs, one for each of the interaction patterns observed in the
analysis of systems that foster creativity. In order to demonstrate the usefulness and
potential of the proposed building blocks, we made them accessible to independent
programmers who were requested to develop applications for implementing four
methodologies for fostering creativity. By relying on our TOKAs, applications were
implemented in periods of time as short as two to three weeks.
The implementation of TOKAs proves the concept of ISCALI’s expressivity for
describing different mechanisms for stimulating creativity. ISCALI can also serve as a
general guide for developing applications for supporting the process of creativity.
Thus, key contributions of this research also include insights into the way in which a
conceptual model (ISCALI) and a practical implementation of recurrent interaction
patterns (TOKAs) can support the development of interfaces to foster creativity.
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